
If you are unable to spend time with your child or children, and it has not been possible to resolve the situation 
via negotiation, then it is possible to apply to the Family Court for a Child Arrangements Order, as long as a 
Local Authority Social Services team has not started a court case because of child protection concerns.

This flow chart provides a simplified overview of the court process. However, each case is different and your 
solicitor at Miles and Partners will guide you through it in more detail. 

You and your solicitor

Child arrangement orders 
and the family court process

Mediator 
The other parent 
and their solicitor

The first step will be to refer you to 
a family mediator unless your case 
is exempt. 

You will be asked to attend a 
Mediation Information and 
Assessment Meeting (MIAM) to 
discuss all out of court options.  

See our web page explaining the 
mediation process.

https://milesandpartners.com/
our-services/mediation/

They will receive an invitation to 
attend the MIAM separately. 

If they agree to participate
If they refuse to participate 

or the situation is not suitable for mediation 

You meet with the mediator, explore options 
and try to reach an agreement.

Mediator confirms the case is not suitable for 
mediation or a mediation cannot be achieved. 

If you reach an agreement If you cannot agree

The mediator will produce a draft document 
setting out the terms of your agreement.

All other out-of-court options can be discussed 
and explored. 

If other options are unsuitable, you will 
need to proceed to the Family Court.Your solicitor reviews the draft and advises you on 

contents, discusses concerns and helps to finalise the 
agreement.
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You (the applicant) 
and your solicitor The Family Court

The other parent 
(the respondent) 
and their solicitor

Your solicitor applies to 
the Family Court for a 
Child Arrangements Order 
on your behalf.

The court will allocate a case 
number and set a time-
table according to which 
pathway the case will follow.

They will receive a notification of 
the Court Hearing and copies of 
related documents.

The family court

Your solicitor works with you to 
explain the process, prepare the 
application and supporting 
statement.

Your solicitor will correspond with 
the other side and will prepare 
all the information for court (the 
bundle).

An expert barrister will be 
identified and instructed to 
represent you in Court.

You may receive a phone 
call from CAFCASS to 
discuss safeguarding 
concerns for you or the children.

You will receive a copy of the 
report from CAFCASS and your 
solicitor will advise you about 
any implications.

The Court instructs CAFCASS 
(Children and Families Court 
Advisory & Support Service) to 
make basic safeguarding enquiries 
with the Police and Social Services.

The court hearing may be 
postponed if there is any delay 
in obtaining the safe-
guarding report, or if 
an additional report is 
required.

CAFCASS will write to the court to 
outline their findings.

They will need to acknowledge 
receipt of the documents.

They will need to complete a form 
to outline their position and return 
this to the court.

They may receive a phone 
call from CAFCASS to 
discuss safeguarding 
concerns for them or the children.

They will receive a copy of the 
report from CAFCASS.
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You (the applicant) and 
your solicitor The Family Court

The other parent 
(the respondent) 
and their solicitor

Prior to attending court, your 
solicitor will help you to prepare 
which includes meeting with your 
barrister.

At the First Hearing Dispute 
Resolution Appointment (FHDRA) 
the Court will:

•  consider the safeguarding 
    information;
•  listen to you both; and 
•  encourage you both to resolve 
    the matter by agreement.

They will prepare with their 
solicitor.

Attending court

Your barrister will speak on your 
behalf, and your solicitor will 
explain the implications of what is 
discussed.

See our website to read an article 
on Preparing to attend a Family 
Court Hearing

If you both agree, your 
solicitor will prepare a 
draft court order.

If you cannot agree, the case will 
need to progress to a further 
hearing – a Dispute Resolution 
Appointment (DRA).

The court can make a 
‘final order’ and the case 
will end.

If they agree, the court will make a 
final order.

If they cannot agree, the case 
will need to progress to a further 
hearing – a DRA.

The court will make directions, 
for example:

•  Request written statements
•  Request further evidence e.g. 
    medical, police or social
•  Order a fact-finding hearing *

*A fact-finding hearing will be required if there are 
any allegations of abuse, and the procedure for 
the Child Arrangements Order will be put on hold 
until this is determined.
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You (the applicant) and 
your solicitor The Family Court

The other parent 
(the respondent) 
and their solicitor

Prior to attending court, your 
solicitor will help you to prepare.

Their solicitor will help them to 
prepare.

Final hearing 

You will give evidence.

Your solicitor will be able to 
challenge the evidence given 
by the other parent.

The judge will listen to both sides. Their solicitor will be able to 
challenge your evidence. 

The judge will come to 
a decision. The judge 
will make orders, telling 
each person what they 
can and cannot do.

They will give evidence.

Disclaimer: This is a very brief overview of the process to help you understand the various stages on the way to obtaining a Child Arrangements Order.  
Every situation is different and may not follow this path. Your solicitor will guide you through each stage of your particular case.

T:   020 7426 0400
E:   office@milesandpartners.com
W: www.milesandpartners.com
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You (the applicant) and 
your solicitor The Family Court

The other parent 
(the respondent) 
and their solicitor

Prior to attending court, your 
solicitor will help you to prepare.

The court will make a final 
order and the case will end.

Their solicitor will help them 
to prepare.

Dispute resolution appointment 

If you can agree with the 
recommendations put forward, your 
barrister will draft a consent order.

If you cannot agree the case will 
progress to a final hearing.

The court will set a date 
for a Final Hearing

If they cannot agree the case will 
progress to a final hearing.

The court will review all 
the information and will 
set a date for a Dispute 
Resolution Appointment.

If they can agree with the 
recommendations, a consent 
order will be prepared. 
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